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Let F be an orientable surface of genus g 2 1, either closed or with one boundary 
component. Let M be the mapping class group of F. Then M can be generated by two 
elements. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F,,, be a compact orientable surface of genus n with I boundary components. Let 
M,,, be the mapping class group of F,,,,, i.e. the group of isotopy classes of orienta- 
tion-preserving homeomorphisms of F,,, I which leave the boundary pointwise fixed. We 
shall only consider the case of r = 0 or I = 1. Dehn proved in [2] that M,,, is generated by 
twists with respect o simple closed curves (see Definition 1). Lickorish proved in [6] that 
twists with respect o curves al, at, . . . , ctZn, d2, &, . . . , 6, (Fig. 1) suffice. He also proved that 
if we do not require the generators to be twists then four generators uffice. In fact, it is easy 
to find three generators for M,,,. We can find homeomorphisms S (defined later) and E, 
a “rotation”, such that the conjugation by S acts transitively on Dehn twists with respect o 
al,u2, . . ..a2” and the conjugation by E acts transitively on Dehn twists with respect to 
61,82,&, ***, 6” (6, = aI). Thus S, E, and the twist with respect to tll generate M,,,. 
Humphries proved in [4] that M,,, can be generated by 2n + 1 twists with respect o curves 
al, a2, . . . , u2”, a2 and that this is the minimal number of twist generators for M,,,. 
In this paper we prove that M,,, can be generated by two elements. 
THEOREM. Let F be a compact orientable surface of genus n, either closed or with one 
boundary component. Let M be the mapping class group of F. Then M can be generated by two 
elements. 
Although the property of being generated by two elements has no immediate important 
consequences it was often investigated. In Reviews on finite groups edited by Daniel 
Gorenstein in 1974 there is a whole section called Generation by two elements. Various finite 
simple groups, orthogonal groups, symplectic groups, some sporadic groups were separate- 
ly proven to have this property. The investigation went on and in 1982 in his book [3, p. 551 
Gorenstein writes: Although the following generational assertion has not yet been checked 
t Technion, Haifa and Max-Planck-Institute, Bonn, Germany. 
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for every known group, one very likely has 
THEOREM 1.47. Every (finite) simple group can be generated by two elements. 
But “checking” is not a well-defined process, even for finite groups. In the above- 
mentioned Reviews onjnite groups one other result, about infinite groups, is mentioned. In 
[S] Peter Stanek proves that the symplectic group S,(2n, Z) can be generated by two 
elements for n > 4. Since S,(2n, B) is a quotient of the mapping class group M,,,, our result 
implies the result of Stanek and completes the missing cases n = 2, easy, and n = 3. 
The Theorem is known for n < 2. For n = 0 the group M is trivial. For n = 1 the group 
M is generated by twists with respect to curves a 1 and ~1~. For n = 2 the group M is 
a quotient of the braid group B6 (see [l]) and hence can be generated by two elements. So it 
suffices to prove the Theorem for n > 3. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
We assume that n > 3 and that F is a surface of genus n represented in Fig. 1. The curve 
A on the right side of the picture is either the boundary of F or F is closed and A bounds 
a disk on F. F is oriented in such a way that the part of F facing us has the usual orientation 
of the plane. On an oriented surface we have the notion of left and right. If we move along 
a curve in some direction and u is the velocity vector and v is a normal vector then v is to the 
right of u if the pair (u, v) is negatively oriented. 
Definition 1. A (positive) Dehn twist with respect o a simple closed curve a (or along a) 
is an isotopy class of a homeomorphism hof F, supported in a tubular neighbourhood N of 
a, obtained as follows: we cut F along a, we rotate one side of the cut by 360” to the right 
(clockwise) and then glue the surface back together damping the rotation to the identity at 
the boundary of N. If /3 is a curve on F which meets LX transversely at one point and if /?’ is 
the image of /3 under the twist then /?’ is obtained by splitting a u /? at the intersection point 
and reglueing it together into one simple closed curve, where /I extends to the right into 
u (Fig. 2). If a and fl meet at the far side of F, where the curves are denoted by broken lines, 
then /?’ turns “left” into CC, which means right according to the orientation of the far side of F. 
For the inverse of a twist we have to interchange lef and right. 
A Dehn twist with respect o a depends on the orientation of the surface F but not on the 
orientation of the curve a. The twist along c1 will be denoted T,. 
By a curve we always mean a simple closed curve on F. We shall say that curves are 
equal if they are isotopic on F. 
We compose homeomorphisms from left to right and we write the symbol of a homeo- 
morphism on the right side of the curve on which it acts. A conjugate of A by B is denoted 
(A)B = B- ‘AB. 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
We let 
S = T,, T,, . . . Tmzn and R = Tam_, TL1 . 
We denote by G the subgroup of M generated by R and S. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We assume as before that n > 3. In order to prove the Theorem it suffices to prove the 
following proposition. 
N 
PROPOSITION. G = M, i.e. the group M is generated by R and S. 
LEMMA 1. If a is a curve, h is a homeomorphism and a’ = (a)h, then T,, = (T,)h. 
Proof: Homeomorphism h- ’ takes a neighbourhood N’ of a’ onto a neighbourhood 
of a. Then T, twists N along a and h takes N back to N’. cl 
LEMMA 2. Let a and /? be simple closed curves on F. 
(i) If a does not meet fl then T, T, = T, T,. 
(ii) If a and /I meet transversely at one point then T, TO T, = TsT, Ts. 
Proof. The first case is obvious. The second case is equivalent o T; 1 T, T, = T, T,Ti I. 
By Lemma 1 this is equivalent o the fact that the curves (fl) T. and (a) T; ’ are equal, which 
is clear from Definition 1. 0 
LEMMA 3. (T,,)S = T,,_, for i = 2,3, . . . ,2n. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, (T,,)T,, = T,, for Ii -jl > 1 and (T,,+,)T,, = (T,,)T;,‘, for 
i = 1,2, . . . . 2n - 1. Lemma 3 follows. 0 
LEMMA~. (~n)Sm=cr2n-mform=0,1 ,..., 2n-l(Fig.3) 
Proof For m = 0 we have 6, = cZn (Fig. 3). Suppose (&)Sm = c2”_,,, for some m. LA us 
apply S. For j < 2n - m the curve 02n_m is disjoint from tlj so (a2,_,) T,, = cr2” -,,,. Clearly, 
(a2n-,,,)Ta,8__ = 02n_m_l by Definition 1, and ~7~~_,,,_~ is disjoint from aj for j > 2n - m, 
thus (6,)S”+1 = c2n_,,,n-1, Lemma 4 follows by induction. 0 
LEMMA 5. (6,_1)S2”-2 = p2 and (6,_1)S2”-4 = p4 (Fig. 4) 
Proof: We start with the curve 6,_1 and apply consecutive twists of the product 
(T,, r,,, *** 3 T,,“)” getting a sequence of curves. A typical curve (6,_ 1)S2k-2 = A1 is shown in 
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Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5(a). For i < 2n - 2k curves Cli and A1 are disjoint, so (&)T,, = AI. Then (&)T,_,, = AZ, 
(ML,,+, = 23 and (UT,,“_,,+, = A4 in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b). For i > 2n - 2k + 2 we have 
(UT,, = 14, so &-11s zk- l = i4. We start the next sequence of T,,‘s and for i < 2n - 
2k - 1 we have (A,)T,, = A4. Then (A4)T_,,_, = As and (A,)T,,“_,, = & in Fig. 5(c). Now 
(n6)T=,m-,,+, = A, which looks like AI, but shifted by one handle to the left. Figure 5(d) shows 
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2, for k = n - 2. For i > 2n - 2k + 1 we have (&)T,‘,, = A,, so (6,_ 1)S2k = A,. Thus, indeed 
(6”_ $P-2 = A, by induction. In particular, (6,_1)S2”-4 = A7 = p4 as required [Figs. 4 
and 5(d)]. Applying next S to A7 has a similar effect as before and (6,_1)S2”-3 = A4 in 
Fig. 5(d). Next three twists have a slightly different effect because the picture involves the 
first handle. (A,) Tb, = p5 and (&) T,, = p6 in Fig. 5(e). Finally, (p6) T,, = p2 in Fig. 4. For 
i > 3 we have (p2)Tai = p2, so (6,_1)S2”-2 = p2 as required. 0 
LEMMA 6. (ri)S2 = 6i_ 1 for i = 2,3, . . . , n (Fig. 1). 
Proof: This is an easy exercise for a reader who has followed the proof of 
Lemma 5. 0 
Let U = (R)S2S-2. Then U E G and by Lemmas 4 and 5, U = Tp, T&l. 
LEMMA 7. (6,) u = yk fir k = 2,3, . . . , n (Fig. 1). 
Proof: Figure 6(a) shows curves 61, and p2. Clearly, (&)T,, = v1 [Fig. 6(b)]. Now in 
(v,)T&’ [Fig. 6(b)] most of the picture “contracts” and we are left with Yk. 0 
LEMMA 8. T,, Td;l , T,, T,Y;l and Td, T&l belong to G. 
Proof. By Lemmas 6 and 7 we have (ak)US2 = 8k_ I for k = 2,3, . . . , n. Thus, 
(R)(US2)“-3 = G*Td;‘. Now by Lemma 7, (R)(US2)“-3U = TY2T7J1 = T=,T;‘. Applying 
S2 we get, by Lemma 6, Td, Td;’ which is equal to T,, Td;l . 0 
LEMMA 9. T,, T,, Td5 Td, = T, Td, T,, (Fig. 1). Every factor on the left-hand side commutes 
with every other factor in the relation. 
ProoJ: When we cut F along the curves ctl, a3, a5 and a3 we get a disk with 3 holes 
(Fig. 7). The relation in Lemma 9 is the so-called “lantern relation”. It was proven 
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in [S] q 
Let W= TesT;,‘TdaTd;‘. By Lemma 8, WEG. By Lemma 9, W= zT,;lT,;l. 
Let V = (R)S2’-4. Then VE G and by Lemmas 4 and 5, V = Tp4 Toy1 (Figs 3 and 4). 
LEMMA 10. (E) V- ’ = &, (CQ) V- ’ = 01~ and (as) V- ’ = y3. 
Proofi Clearly, (6) T,, = v2 [Figs 8(a) and (b)]. When we apply Ti4’ to v2 [Fig. 8(b)] most 
of the picture “contracts” and we are left with a3. 
Clearly, cq is disjoint from (r4 and p4 so (al) V = al. Finally, (a,)T,+ = v3 [Figs 8(a) 
and (c)]. When we apply Ti4’ to v3 again most of the picture “contracts” and we are left 
with y3. 0 
We can now complete the proof of the Proposition. By Lemmas 1 and 10 we have 
(W)V-’ = TdaTa;lTy;’ E G. Now by Lemma 8, 
(~,Td;i)(T62Td;1)(Td3T~1T~1)(Ty~T,;~)= T,;+G 
By Lemma 3, Tmi E G for each i. In particular, T,, E G. Now Td, E G by Lemma 8 and 
G = M by the result of Humphries in [4]. This concludes the proof of the Proposition and 
of the Theorem. 
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